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Foreword
It’s my pleasure and privilege of sharing the developments at ILP during the year 2010-11. Though
there are struggles in every one’s life, some children are put to hardship in their tender age, made to
work, witness family disputes, brought up by single parent, parents migrate for employment and
their education is stopped with that and so on. For some children in remote tribal packets, going to
school itself is a task, no one to guide them, face the social stigmas there in the school – sometimes
even by the teacher, no role model in the society to follow, need for education or importance of
education is not felt and so on and so forth. In this context, it has been yet another, wonderful year
working with these kind children again, on their struggle towards their fundamental right education.
Though Right to Education was formalized through a law w.e.f. 1 April 2010, only handful of states
has worked on their Rules. While there is a long way in making the enacted law to become child
friendly, enforcement by states are taking its own sweet time in the given socio-political milieu of
Indian context. ILP is working only on mainstreaming and convergence as a strategy and motivating
its partners to work more on advocacy, lobbying and policy changes precisely for the reason that our
children do have a right and the states do have a duty to serve. Either through our volunteers or
through our partners, let us strive further to get the rules formed and make the act and rules work in
tandem to ensure children their fundamental right of getting quality education.
ILP Bangalore Volunteers worked towards conceptual framework of “Multi Dimensional Learning
Space” MDLS – packaging all earlier inputs such as community libraries, reading skill leveling of
children, scholarships, life skills, exposure visits and out of class learning. There were lot of
discussions, debates, struggles and concerns that are expressed in the process – all aiming at proving
a workable, innovative model of working with children. In the current year 2011-12, two MDLS are
opened at Magadi and Gubbi, with the serious of thoughts, meetings and planning that had gone in
the year 2010-11.
In the partnership front, we had 4 new partners at the beginning of the academic year 2010. Of this, 2
are from Orissa (Pragati in Sundergarh District and Ganeswar Club in Dhenkenal district) and 2 are
from MP (Rachna and RDSS). With this, our partners’ strength in BIMARU region is increasing.
Operations in most backward tribal regions of Orissa are also worth mentioning. ILP US Volunteers
visited Orissa interventions and felt what we mean by remote and also how societies are backward
due to lack of education. RDSS work was mainly on skill training and vocational education aspects.
Similarly, more spade work has also been done to increase the spread and work of ILP in Jharkhand
and Bihar states. Some 16 Proposals have been received and about 6 of them were shortlisted and
visited for Pre funding assessment. Three of them are considered for induction during the current
year and one is kept in wait list for mandatory requirements.
ILP also tapped resources from many Corporate like HP, EMC, Juniper and also some foundations
like Dining for Women and so on. We want children to enjoy their childhood, get education and how
education as a process can be made more meaningful. We whole heartedly thank ILP US Volunteers
who contribute their time, energy and resources, donors, partner NGOs, volunteers, corporate,
associates, staff, consultants and well wishers who have been unstinted in rendering their
cooperation and making our dream as theirs.
Bangalore
18 July 2011

Ravi Mani
Chair Person
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Multi Dimensional Learning Space (MDLS)…
ILP has been working on Scholarships, assisting Community libraries and also had several
activities with the children those who are supported through Community libraries and
Scholarships like exposure visits, art camps and so on. During the year 2010-11, there have
been several discussions in modifying and conceptualizing the same in to a single program
called Multi Dimensional Learning. Slowly MDL has been moved in as MDLS – it becomes a
space for children where they come, enjoy, learn and improve themselves.
Multi-Dimensional Learning Space (MDLS)
ILP’s Multi-dimensional Learning Space (MDLS) is an after-school open learning space that
provides experiential learning opportunities for high school students to explore,
experiment, discover, and learn in multiple ways. MDLS improves learning competencies,
and equips students with academic and life-skills. MDLS also provides students exposure to
a wide variety of areas beyond the school curriculum.
The Vision: MDLS is to offer a wide variety of academic inputs and non-academic

exposure to children from an early age so that they do well not only in studies, but
also learn about themselves, their interests, talents and abilities so that they can take
ownership of their lives with awareness, with confidence, and rise above
challenging life situations, and march ahead to realize their life’s dreams. MDLS
hopes to bring about individuals who are capable, confident, inquisitive, creative,
value aware, peace-loving, happy, balanced and responsible individuals who will
become change agents in the society.
ILP continued its Scholarship programme as a measure to support those children from
marginalized communities who are in difficulties to continue their High school education
due to the fact that High school education is not free of cost. Secondly, high schools are
situated at far-off places and reaching these schools is not affordable to these families
because of their very low income.
The basic philosophy of ILP is to demand the state to make high school education free and
compulsory and use the learning of the scholarship process to make a case for the poor
children with facts and figures. ILP as an organization will have to involve in the process of
Advocacy to realize the fruits of Right to Education, but till such time it is realized and
implemented by the Government, committed and well being individuals would contribute
in the process of providing these scholarships for which ILP would serve as a platform or
enabler.
In Karnataka, we realized that there is huge dropout during the transition from VII to VIII
Std and that is precisely the reason for supporting this scholarship for VIII to X Std students.
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Once selected, the students are normally covered for scholarship for a period of
three years i.e. till they complete their school education i.e. X Std.
During the academic year 2010-11, ILP extended the support to 153 children from 4 districts
– Bangalore Urban, Bangalore Rural, Raichur, and Davangere in Karnataka and Ranga
Reddy District in AP. ILP works through partnerships with other NGOs who have presence
at the grass root level and working on education, child rights and related issues for the
purpose of reaching out to deserving children in rural and remote areas.
Table 1: Scholarship details during 2010-11
Partner
Paraspara Trust
Chiguru
Janchetna

District & Taluk
Bangalore Urban: North Taluka

8 th
Std
20

9 th
Std
19

10 th
Std
10

Bangalore Rural: Magadi Taluka

10

12

13

35

4

9

13

P

Raichur: Raichur Taluka

P

P

P

P

SEEDS

Post X
Totals
49

2
Davangere: Harapanahalli Taluka

Premalayam

P

8

15

16
15

Hyderabad Chapter: Ranga Reddy
Grand Total

41

38

50

48

17

15
153

Academic Results of the Students:
ILP supported 50 students in 10th std. under its ILP Puraskara scholarship program for the
year 2010-11. 47 students appeared for SSLC exams this year and we got the results of 44
students. Their performance has been very heartening and inspiring.
The pass percentage is 90%, 2 securing distinction, 18 with first class and 11 with second
class, 9 pass class!!! Irrespective of their ranks and distinctions their accomplishments are
important for all of us because all these children have done themselves proud against all
odds. Just look at the case of one girl student from Magadi (Bangalore Rural), who was a
domestic help, abandoned by her parents at the age of 11, rescued by APSA, Bangalore and
studied her high school at the Government Girls School, Magadi, under the care of Chiguru
in their Special Hostel for Girls. Never having gone to school until 11, she has got a First
Class in her 10th Std (452 Marks 72.3%)!
Karthik, (Peenya Govt. High School) who scored an impressive 93.44% and Veeresh, (Sri
Maheshwara High School, Harapanahalli, Davangere), with 90.72% are examples of the
potential these students have. Given the right support they will excel in their chosen fields.
We acknowledge the support we received from SVYM for the crash coaching camp at
Magadi. Before we started SVYM module at Magadi with Chiguru, out of 11 students only 1
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had passed in Maths, 6 passed in science and 5 passed in English. After the
SVYM Learning module used for 2 months 7 passed out with First Class and 4 with pass
class.

Total

Distinction

First Class

Second
Class

47

2

18

11

Pass

Fail

Results
awaited

9

4

3

Table 3: Financial details of Scholarship supported – 2010-11
Table 2: Financial details of Scholarship disbursal & Expenses - 2010-11

Organisation
Paraspara Trust
Chiguru
SEEDS
Janachetana
DSF
Premalayam
School bags
LCS
Post 10th
Monitoring
Total

Scholarships 2010-11
Renewal New
Total
10
16
22
13
12
7

12
19
19
0
15
8

22
35
41
13
27
15

80

73

153

Funded By
ILP - USA
ILP - India
ILP - USA
ILP - India
ILP - India
ILP - HYD

Total
Amount
40,070
57,560
77,205
67,042
1,58,820
29,764
97,842
7,600
9,209
5,45,112

ILP Summer Camp for Scholarship Students:
ILP volunteers have been conducting half-a-day
summer camp for the scholarship students of
Akkiappa
Garden
and
Sunnadagudu
community libraries who are in 8th and 9th
standards. The camp focuses on hands-onlearning in Science, Maths, English and Life
coping skills. The camp’s facilitators are - Kiran,
Usha, Harish, Shanmugam, Vadiraj and Joshi
from Indian Institute of Science. One of our
brilliant scholarship students - Shambulinga
who is in II PUC is also anchoring this camp which is very heartening.
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School Bags Distribution: ILP PURASKARA Scholarship program for this academic year
(2010 -11) two of our partners have organized school bags (donated by Farnell India)
distribution programs on 24th July 2010 at Chiguru, Magadi and 25th July 2010 at DSF,
Bangalore totally 133 school bags distributed to our scholarship program.

Dasara academic basic foundation camp: ILP conducted 3 days Dasara Academic basic
foundation camp – Maths, Science, Social Science and English for the scholarship students
at Magadi who are in 7th to 12th standards. The camp focuses on hands-on-learning in
Science, Maths, and Social Science.

Life-Coping Skills

Nature Awareness and Adventure Camp: ILP conducted a 2 day nature and adventure
camp for our scholarship children at Guru Freddy's Nature Awareness & Adventure
Academy on the 23rd and 24th of October 2010. Totally 47 children (In that 32 from Magadi
and 15 from Yeshwanthpura, Bangalore Urban) and 7 staff and Volunteers participated in
the camp and took part in trekking (6 kms), cave exploration, rock climbing, rappling, river
crossing and a variety of obstacle crossing exercises - including crossing an 8-feet wall, long
jump, Tarzan swing, tyre crossing, crawling under a fence, etc.
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Career Guidance Workshop on 23rd at Bangalore and 26th at Davanagere: ILP conducted 2
career guidance workshops for X Standard students by partnering with CIGMA Foundation
– facilitator is Ameen. The workshops highlighted various career options our scholarship
students can explore based on their interest and academic performance. in this workshops
totally 140 students participated (ILP & non scholarship students)
Cumulative Achievements of ILP Scholarship Program
The following Tables provide cumulative achievement of ILP Scholarship program since its
inception.

Puraskara Scholarship Program 2004 to 2011
No of
Scholarships

10th Completed (Pass or
Fail)

Year
2004 – 05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11

15
29
108
172
156
185
153

7
15
34
58
64
62
50

818

290

Arivina Mane – The Community Libraries
ILP seeks to establish libraries in the slum communities of Bangalore as we believe that the
first step in improving learning levels of children is giving them an opportunity to read.
Two community libraries were set up as a pilot project during 2006-07 in lower income
neighborhoods in Bangalore North. October 2010 onwards we started fourth and fifth
Community libraries in Sanjeevininagara and Bynahalli with Sparsha Trust partnership. We
aim to expand this project and reach more children due to the encouraging response it has
received.
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Indicator

Library Members
Library Books
HRF Reading
Improvement
Activities
Growth in reading
levels (# of students)
(June to March 2011)

Most Books Read

Total Books issued

Akkiappa Garden
(4th Year)

Sunnadagoodu
(2nd Year)

66
1409
Conducting book
based & monthly
activities.
Kannada – 3
English-2

73
924
Conducting book
based & monthly
activities.
Kannada – 11
English-17 (Most
children moved
Beg to Green)
Revathi (5th) – 67
Ramya (4th) – 53
Charulatha - 53

Sparshitha (5th ) –
62, Sushmitha (8th)
49,
Srikanth (5th) 41,
1223 (Avg. 19
books)

1495 (Avg. 20
Books)

Sanjeevini Nagara
(Oct 2010 onwards)
63
888
Librarians still not
trained in Activities
training from HRF

Sharatha (5th) – 20
Mounesh (6th) – 18
Monica(6th ) – 18
Lakshmi (8th ) - 18
355 (Avg. 6 books)

Bainahalli
(Rural) (Oct 2010
onwards)
45
469

Ganga. M (2nd) – 9
Nagraj (3rd ) – 9
Devraj (4th ) – 9
Ramya (6th) - 9
225 (Avg. 5books)

ILP had taken up the following activities in collaboration with HRF (www.hrfindia.org) in
all the libraries:
•
•
•
•

Classifying all the books in 6 levels of gradual reading complexity
Assessing the reading levels of all the children in Kannada and English using cards
specifically designed for this.
Purchasing books recommended by HRF for each of the 6 levels in both English and
Kannada.
Book Base activities & vibrant activities.

Good work done by ILP during the year 2010-11 with community libraries enabled us to
bag HRF Annual awards 2011 for the Best Reviewer Award 2011 to individual - Harish of
ILP and Best Networking Team Award 2011 for ILP.
Dhwani Trust (www.dhwanitrust.org) is an Educational Resource Centre and provides
supplementary learning known as subject Enrichment materials to Kannada language and
Social Studies. These were used by ILP in the Community Libraries and also suggested by
ILP for use by its partners in their working areas.
CLT India (www.cltindia.org) under its - e-Patashale program provides soft copies of
learning support materials based on Karnataka state syllabus from 5th Standard to 7th
Standard.
64th Independence Day Celebration in ILP Libraries:
Sunnadagoodu and Akkiappa Garden Library children celebrated 64th Independence Day.
Library children organized 64th Independence Day on 14th Saturday afternoon both centers
as children had to celebrate Independence Day 15th in their schools also. We organized
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Drawing competition for 130 children in both the centers theme was Independence Day.
Some children had drawn Indian flag, map, freedom fighters pictures. Some children spoke
about our freedom fighters.
Christmas celebration at ILP community libraries:

Library children celebrated Merry Christmas and also they celebrated Kiran Kumar (ILP
trustee) birthday event on 25th of Dec. It was a fun-filled and an enjoyable evening with
colourful decorations, songs and cake cutting. Gifts were also distributed from one of our
volunteers Monica to 60 students etc.
DREAM A LITTLE DREAM ART CAMPS:
One of the ILP Volunteers, Reena Chowdhury
(Wipro) has been involved in organizing series
of art camps touching the lives of
underprivileged children with age group of 8 –
16 from children’s homes, Orphanages, slums &
rural students.
The camp will be an opportunity for these kids to
express their dreams through the medium of art- drawing & painting. We hope to make a
fun day for the children along with a magic show and games – a day that will be etched in
the children’s memory forever. The child with there painting will be photographed. The joy
and happiness that we hope to bring to the lives of these children so that they treasurer
them for a long time. The first camp was held at APSA – Dream School, Bangalore on 25th
Sep 2010 where we covered about 200
underprivileged children.
The second art camp was held at Chiguru
Balavikasa Samsthe, Magadi on 19th Dec 2010
where 70 children participated in a day long
activities – an art camp followed by a cultural
program & magic show.
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Volunteer Participation in ILP
_______________________________________________________________
ILP is a Volunteer driven organization. Be it the efforts of conceptualizing MDLS,
conducting an adventure trip for children at Group Freddy, teaching Maths and English to
children, participating in the TCS 10 K Run, fund raising with corporate, conducting Life
skills workshops for children – whatever it may be, Volunteers are our backbone. They have
been rendering useful services to children / students on their education – in enhancing their
understanding and realizing their dreams.
ILP has been able to nurture the culture of participation, collective working and negotiating
for the best for the children. As it is Voluntary, we do recognize their pains, problems and
concerns in sparing time with all odds they have. We have some new Volunteers joined this
year and some who have been very experienced and long standing association have
continued to give their support.
Jagdish Damania deserves mentioning as he ran 75K Ultra run to raise funds for ILP in
November 10 organized by Runners for Life, Bangalore (runnersforlife.com/). He raised
about a lakh of rupees to ILP and also became the 1st runner in that category. Similarly
Jagadish with few more Volunteers is continuing to run monthly Marathon organized by
12 M 12M ( 12 Marathons in 12 Months) Bangalore where ILP is one of the Partner NGOshttp://12m12m.in/ngos/
Some of the key Volunteers like Manmohan Jain from Hyderabad, Charu Puri from Delhi
and Pramod Sridharamurthy from Bangalore have joined ILP board after spending
considerable time with ILP as Volunteers. ILP Bangalore Chapter has about 30 to 40 active
Volunteers and ILP Hyderabad chapter also has a similar number to support the cause.
ILP Friends at RMV clusters Apartments with inspiration from Sindhu Naik mobilized story
books, art materials like crayons, sketch pens, pencils and Stationery Items dictionaries for
our community Libraries.
Infosys BPO Volunteers Visit to Community Libraries: Around 12 volunteers lead by Ms.
Sowmya, HR Manager, visited Sanjeevini Nagar and Bainahalli community Libraries and
distributed note books and other learning materials for 239 children, mobilized from their
team in the company.
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Support to NGOs working on Education and Child rights by ILP US
and Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation assistance by ILP India
ILP is a registered Charity in the US and has been providing financial assistance to Partner
NGOs in India that are working on access and quality related issues of education in remote
clusters with disadvantaged sections. ILP normally encourages its partners to work on
rights based approach, convergence strategy and in activating Government Pre Primary
Child Care centres (called as Anganwadis and Balwadis) and Government Schools. To the
extent possible, community mobilization and demand creation from community side is
activated. Advocacy, lobbying, child rights, elimination of
child labour and enforcement of child friendly measures are
part of the projects programming.
ILP India is involved in providing Planning, monitoring and
evaluation support, through its experienced members of
BOT, Project Monitoring committee and volunteers, in terms
of inputs and assistance on fine tuning the approaches,
project
monitoring
and
decisions
on
selection,
implementation and reviewing of work undertaken to the voluntary organizations.
State

Andhra Pradesh
Karnataka
MP
National Capital Region
Orissa
Rajasthan
Scholarship Partners
(AP & Karnataka)
Tamil Nadu
Total

No
of Added new
partners by projects
1.4.2010
during the
year
1
0
5
0
2
2
1
0
2
2
2
0
5
0

0
1
0
1
1
2
0

1
4
4
0
3
0
5

2
20

0
5

2
19

0
4

Completed
/ Ongoing
at
Phased
out the end of the
during the year year

The basic idea is to work with partnership as a strategy to utilize local expertise, enhanced
participation and presence. Partners are supported to the extent detailed as under, thanks to
committed Volunteers’ work in USA by giving their time, energy, efforts and expertise.
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Year

Grants to Partners in INR

2009-10

82,94,030

2010-11

1,00,48,950

21.15%

2011-12

1,49,33,333

48.60%

Increased grant support as
compared to previous year

Partner NGOs supported by ILP US and monitored by ILP India Trust
State
Andhra Pradesh
Karnataka

MP

Orissa

Scholarship Partners
(AP & Karnataka)

Tamil Nadu
Total

Partner NGO
HELP, Ongole (Advocacy Partner – CACL AP)
Community Development Foundation
Sneha, Kudiligi
SEEDS, Davangare
Sarvodaya, Koppal
CID,
Rachna,
Mahila Samiti,
RDSS,
Unified Action Council, Telkoi
Ganeswar Club, Hindol
Pragati, Sundergarh
Chiguru, Magadi
SEEDS, Koppal
Paraspara Trust, Bangalore
Dream School Foundation, Bangalore
Premalayam, Hyderabad
AID India, Chennai
IRCDS, Tiruvallur
19 Partners

Significant developments
Presence in educationally backward regions amongst Madhya Pradesh and Orissa – that too
among socially excluded groups – primitive tribes and are covered through the new
projects.
Average cost per project has increased considerably
to make the project interventions effective and
wholesome.
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Some of the partners who did not have the coverage of preprimary children were
advised to cover them also.
All partners were advised to take up learning level assessments in their villages / schools.
All projects were visited and work was reviewed. Work taken up by various partners is
progressing well in accordance with their goals and disbursements are made periodically to
ensure flow of funds in time to smoothen the operations.
Key ILP Volunteers from the US i.e. Padmaja, Srikanth, Subhash, Sneha Mellkote, Keerthi
Melkote, Praveen and Rajkishore visited various project operational areas (Sneha, CDF,
UAC, Ganeswar Club) during the year.
EMC has extended partial project support towards Integrated Education Movement
program in Sedam Taluk in Karnataka by CDF. Dining for Women has chosen ILP’s
Pragati’s project support for the year 2012. Regal Corporate Advisors, Hyderabad have
expressed their readiness to support one project in AP for which three new projects have
been evaluated and options were given to the Donor. Sixteen proposals have been received
from Bihar and Jharkhand region of which 6 organizations have been covered for Pre
funding assessment. Three organizations were chosen for funding support during the
financial year 2011 -12. One short listed organization in Bihar is yet to be given formal
sanction for want of 12A registration.
ILP India Trustee Dr. H.S. Sudhira participated in the fund raising dinner of ILP held at
California, USA on the 23rd October 2010. This enhances the understanding of Indian ILP
team on the working of ILP US for fund raising and other matters.

ILP Hyderabad Chapter Initiatives
Assessment Test of Pustakam Session: ILP Hyderabad Chapter conducted the assessment
test of Pustakam for the first time. This was started from 28th June, 2010 and continued for
one week in six Govt. schools. This assessment helped the volunteers to understand the
present knowledge level of students in English and their ability to learn further. The
assessment will also serve as a baseline wherein impact of Pustakam sessions can be
measured periodically.
Google Project in Mastan Nagar School, Visit by Mr. Jay Boren from Google, US: Mr. Jay
Boren from Google, California had visited Hyderabad on 17th December 2010. On that day,
he had visited Mastan Nagar School and spent time with the school children. Ealier, Mr.
A.L. Rangarajan, Program Manager-Strategy, ILP had visited Hyderabad on 18th and 19th
June 2010 to review the progress of various activities of ILP Hyderabad and to discuss plans
for the future course of action.
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Orientation and Training Workshop: ILP Hyderabad Chapter has conducted the
“Orientation and Training Workshop” on 10 July, 2010 for the new volunteers at ILP office.
The workshop was chaired by Mr. Manmohan Jain. 12 new volunteers had attended the
workshop. Special thanks to Malathi, Lata, Sudha and Anuradha to make the workshop
interactive and successful.
Initiation of Pustakam Sessions in More Number of Schools: ILP Hyderabad Chapter has
been extend Pustakam Project to cover 3 additional Govt. Schools, namely Gachibowli
Govt. School (started on 20th July), Madhapur Govt. School (re-started on 7th August) and
Masjid Banda Govt. School (13th August). Our new volunteers Kanchuki, Sundeep and
Pooja have started the sessions at these schools. At present, we are conducting the Pustakam
Session in 8 Govt. Schools, and the numbers are increasing!
Celebration of Independence Day: ILP Hyderabad Chapter had celebrated the
Independence Day on 15th August in a big way. Following are some of the activities
conducted. Flag Hoisting ceremony at Mastan Nagar Govt. School in presence of
Manmohan, Narayana, Asra and Kavita. Donation of notebooks, slates and other stationery
items at Izzat Nagar Govt. School by Manmohan and Mamatha, Donation of computer in
Thanda Govt. School, Distribution of prizes for drawing competition in Parvath Nagar
Govt. School by Sudha, Manmohan and Narayana Chocolates and sweets distribution in
Thanda and Masjid Banda Govt. Schools

Donation from Mahindra Satyam Foundation: Another good day for Parvat Nagar Govt.
School, Hyderabad! ILP Hyderabad Chapter was successful in bringing a big team from
Mahindra Satyam Foundation to the school on 17th August. The team has donated stationery
item (notebook, pencil rubber, ruler, slate and crayons) to all students from I to V standard.
Donation from Individual Volunteers: ILP Hyderabad Chapter conveys special thanks to
the volunteers (mentioned below) for their significant contribution: Mamatha Talluri
donated stationery items, tables, chairs etc for Izzat Nagar Govt. School
Sai donated water tank for Parvath Nagar Govt. School
Tanuj Vohra donated a computer to Thanda Govt. School
Balaji donated notebooks for Thanda Govt. School
Umesh, Srivenu and their respective families donated electrical items for Thanda Govt.
School
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Collaboration with “To Make A Difference”: “To Make A Difference” is the NGO working
with the Mehdipatnam Govt. school to improve the educational quality of underprivileged
children. ILP is collaborating with them to implement Pustakam program in their respective
areas of work. Volunteers from “Make a Difference” had attended a couple of sessions and
will be starting the program shortly.
Annual fund-raising event 2010: ILP Hyderabad Chapter successfully celebrated its annual
fund-raising event on 30 October for the year 2010. It was a fun filled evening with art
exhibition cum sale, music, dance, tattoo artist and lots of game stalls; followed by snacks
and dinner.
Stalls in CA and Microsoft : To make the presence and activities of ILP more vivid amongst
corporates; ILP Hyderabad chapter has successfully _rganized stalls in CA and Microsoft,
Hyderabad on 8th October and 10-11 November, 2010 respectively.
Donations by Danlaw technologies: The library program of ILP Hyderabad Chapter now
has a donor in the form of Danlaw technologies. The professionals from Danlaw visited the
office on 23rd October 2010 and donated a good number of books.
Donations from Mahindra Satyam: 19th November 2010 was an exciting day for Thanda
Govt School! A team from Mahindra Satyam had visited the school and donated various
stationery items to schoolchildren.
Children’s day celebrations: 20th November 2010 was a fun filled day with various extracurricular activities like group dancing, singing (solo and group), and recitation etc,
performed by the school children at Parvat Nagar Govt School, Hyderabad on the occasion
of children’s day.

Health and Nutrition Program: ILP Hyderabad Chapter had organized a Health and
Nutrition Program at Izzat Nagar Govt School on 29 September 2010. Dr. B Lakshmi
Rajayam (Retd. Supertime Administration Grade, Central Health Service) had spent couple
of valuable hours with the children to make them conscious about various health issues.
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Cloth Distribution at Thanda Govt School: ILP Hyderabad Chapter had
distributed clothes to Thanda Primary Govt School students on October 2010. It was a very
happy occasion for them!
Restart of Library Program: ILP Hyderabad Chapter had started the Library Program from
September 2010 onwards at ILP office. Presently students from Kothaguda Govt Schoo, Sri
Ram Nagar High School, S R Techno etc are attending the program.
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Governance and financial details:
Legal Status of ILP
Registered as a Trust under the Karnataka Trust Act. Registration No. 281/ 1999 – 00
Registered u/s 12 A(a) of the Income Tax Act, 1961. DIT (E)/
Registered under section 80G of the Income Tax Act, 1961.
DIT(E)BLR/80G(R)/665/AAATI3576P/ITO(E)-1/Vol2008-2009, valid permanently.

No.

Name and address of the Bankers
Housing Development Finance Corporation Bank (HDFC Bank)
Kasturba Road,
Bangalore – 560 001

Name and address of Auditors
Ashok Kumar Prabhashankar & Co.,
Chartered Accountants
First Floor, Business Point,
Brigade Road, Bangalore
Tel: 080 – 2224124, 2223 7045

Details of Board Members: (as on 31st March 2011)
Name
Sl.
NO.

Sex

Position on
Board

Occupation

1

Ravi Mani

M

Chairman

2
3
4
5

C G Shanmugam
Kiran Kumar HS
K V Sudha
Ambalavanan
Ramachandran
H S Sudhira
Meeta Grovor
Ruchira Das

M
M
F
M

Secretary
Treasurer
Trustee
Trustee

Development Manger in Terres des Homes,
Germany’s South India office at Bangalore
HR Manager in GMR group of companies
Software Professional
Software Professional
Software Professional & HR Expert

M
F
F

Trustee
Trustee
Trustee

Manmohan Jain
Charu Puri
Pramod
Sridharamurthy

M
F
M

Trustee
Trustee
Trustee

6
7
8
9
10
11

Post Doctoral Researcher
Volunteer cum Social worker
Chartered Accountant, Volunteer cum Social
Worker
Software Professional
Software Professional
Software Professional

•

ILP Board meetings were held thrice in the financial year 2010-11, 5th July 2009
for Annual General meeting, 9th January 2010 for BoT.

•

Minutes of the Board meeting are documented and circulated to all concerned.
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Accountability and transparency
•

No remuneration, sitting fees, or any other form of compensation has been paid
since the inception of ILP to any Board member or Trustee.

Financial Statements (extracts) from the Audited Statement
Consolidated Balance sheet as at March 31,
Sources of Funds
Capital fund

2011
1000
1579395

Other liabilities
Total

1580395

Application of funds
Fixed Assets

50726

Current Assets
Cash & Bank Balances
Other advances
Total

1389476
140193
1580395

All amounts are in Indian Rupees.
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